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100-200  Members  of  Congress,  Families  and  Staff  Treated  with  Ivermectin.  No
Hospitalizations

By Sundance, October 13, 2021

This is beyond disturbing.  According to Dr Pierre Kory, MD, MPA, and verified by the Front
Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), 100 to 200 congressional reps and/or staff and
families who contracted COVID-19 were treated with the Front Line Ivermectin protocol.

Video: Has Justin Trudeau Been Duly Vaccinated? Registered Nurse Expresses Doubt on
Authenticity of Trudeau’s Vaccine Jab

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 13, 2021

These illegal restrictions in violation of fundamental human rights are being applied to
Canadians across the land. These restrictions applied to “federal public servants” also apply
to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.

Over 7,000 Doctors and Scientists Sign “Rome Declaration” Accusing COVID Policy-Makers
of ‘Crimes Against Humanity’

By Debra Heine, October 13, 2021

A “Physicians’ Declaration” produced by an international alliance of physicians and medical
scientists strongly condemns the global strategy to treat COVID, accusing policy-makers of
potential “crimes against humanity” for preventing physicians from providing life-saving
treatments for their patients and suppressing open scientific discussion.
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Pfizer’s  CEO Alfred Bourla:  “We Are Very Proud of  What  We have Done”.  Vaccine Triggers
Countless Deaths and Wave of Hospitalizations

By Vasko Kohlmayer, October 13, 2021

Bourla’s  statement  gives  us  a  teaching  moment  par  excellence,  since  his  words  are
indicative of the mind-boggling levels of gaslighting that have taken hold in our society.

No Jab, No Wedding: Canadian Town Requires Vaccine Proof to Get Married

By Matt Lamb, October 13, 2021

A marriage license is required to get legally married in Canada, meaning that Oakville’s
rules  effectively  prohibit  people  who refuse  the  COVID shots  from tying  the  knot.  Couples
cannot obtain a license online.

“Dare to be Wise!”: How Free-thinking and Courageous Citizens will Steer the World on a
Different Course

By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, October 13, 2021

At a time when the peoples of the earth are in great distress because they are being denied
their  previous  humanity  and  pure  existence  by  the  ruling  “elite”  and  their  political
accomplices,  I  am not  hesitating  to  recall  the  motto  of  the  German  philosopher  and
Enlightenment philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724 to 1804) “Sapere aude!” (“Dare to be
wise!”).

Cultural Warfare in the 20th Century: How Western Civilization Became Undone

By Matthew Ehret-Kump, October 13, 2021

While Aldous’ brother Julian was reshaping the global paradigm by re-packaging eugenics
under several new costumes post-1945, Aldous’ creative juices were driven entirely by his
role as a cultural warrior.

“Face Biometrics” to Streamline Airline Passengers

By Alessandro Mascellino, October 13, 2021

Delta has recently partnered with the U.S. Transport Security Administration (TSA) to deploy
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face biometrics to streamline check-in and security in Atlanta, while Emirates suggested
airline passengers will have to wear masks for at least two more years.

Engineered Economic Chaos, “Fake Shortages”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Stew Peters, October 13, 2021

The global economy is in crisis. The Covid-19 Lockdown policies have triggered a process of
Worldwide  economic  destabilization  which  directly  affects  both  “Supply”  and  “Demand”
relations.  It’s  the  most  serious  economic  crisis  in  World  history  affecting  simultaneously
more  than  a  150  countries.

Southwest Airlines Is Collapsing – A Glimpse of the Future and Hope

By Charles “Sam” Faddis, October 13, 2021

The White House has pressed the airlines to adopt vaccine mandates using the leverage of
federal  contracts.  United  knuckled  under  first  and  announced  a  vaccine  requirement.
Southwest recently announced its employees had until December 8, 2021, to get vaccinated
or lose their jobs.

Lockdowns and Vaccine Mandates: Tyrants of the “Nanny State”. When the Government
Thinks It Knows Best

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, October 13, 2021

We labor today under the weight of countless tyrannies, large and small, carried out in the
so-called name of the national good by an elite class of governmental and corporate officials
who are largely insulated from the ill effects of their actions.

Uyghur Tribunal: US Lawfare at Its Lowest

By Brian Berletic, October 13, 2021

The so-called “Uyghur Tribunal” is promoted across the Western media as an “independent”
tribunal. AP claims that it seeks to lay out evidence that will “compel international action to
tackle growing concerns about alleged abuses in Xinjiang.”

The original source of this article is Global Research
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